
Type: Official Scenario Any versus Any

Briefing:1947, Lommel and Steinkopf, two of 
the most brilliant German researchers meet to 
discuss Yperite 440, a new chemical weapon. 
After the destruction of their laboratory base by a 
squadron of Russian Petliakov Pe-2s, the formula 
they had been working on was partially destroyed. 
Yperite 450 was then developed by their assis-
tants in the catacombs of an abandoned castle. 
However with its extreme volatility it can spread 
from there with incredible speed.

Game Board: Crypt

Difficulty Level: Hard

Game Mode: Story Mode

Necessary Materials: 
Tannhäuser Board Game
2 tokens Yperite 450
Poison gas tokens
4 flask tokens
2 Formula tokens
Crate tokens to represent the poison tokens

Setup:
Place a Yperite 450 token on each primary  
objective.
Flask tokens are placed on each secondary  
objective
Place the crate tokens on each crate space.

Game Objective:Recover a Yperite flask and 
formula, then escape with it.

Special Rules:Each turn the player who lost the 
initiative roll places a poison gas token. This token 
is placed on any circle that has a color matching a 
circle adjacent to a Yperite 450 token. Each turn 
the gas spreads further, and the new token may 
be placed on any circle matching a color of a circle 
with a poison gas token in it. At the end of each 
turn, any character on a poison gas token takes 
an automatic wound. A model carrying Yperite is 
not automatically wounded.

Formula and Yperite Tokens:Only one of 
these tokens may be picked up in a turn. These 
tokens follow the same rules as the flag tokens 
(see page 14 and 15 of the rulebook). Voïvodes 
may not pick these up. These tokens are removed 
from play if the model carrying it leaves via their 
entry point.

Note concerning Voïvodes:Voïvodes are im-
mune to the gas, and suffer no automatic wounds 
from gas tokens. Voïvodes may not pick up formula 
tokens or flask tokens.

Game Ending Conditions:When a player has 
exited via their entry point with a flask token and 
a formula token.
When all models of one team are eliminated.

Operation: LO.ST


